Abstract. Aiming at the problem of the traditional Adaboost algorithm with fast detection but low accuracy in multi-view face detection, a modified Adaboost algorithm for face detection was proposed in this paper.Firstly,in order to excluding the interference of most non-face regions, the whole image area is detected with skin color segmentation algorithm,then we use cascade structure classifier trained by Adaboost algorithm which addes the extended Haar features to classify the human face candidate regions, thereby the human face can be posited. Experimental results show that the algorithm of this paper can not only effectively improve the human face detection rate and detection speed, but also reduce the false detection rate of multi-view face, in short, the algorithm has a good practical value.
Introduction
Face detection [1] is the process of searching any one given image by using a certain strategy to sure whether it contains human faces, if it does then return the position, size and pose. Face detection is a key technology in face information processing which is involved in face recognition, expression recognition and gender recognition, and it is also the most representative special case in common target detection. Because of its great application value in the digital video processing, visual inspection, authentication, visual communication and other aspects, face detection has attracted the much attention of researchers.
For a long time, many scholars have done a lot in face detection, and also put forward many methods, but most of the methods have been troubled by detection accuracy and speed [2] . Until 2001 Adaboost algorithm is presented by Paul Viola and Michael Jones [3] , the accuracy and speed of face detection is greatly improved and face detection really go into practical application. However, it needs exhaustive search for all possible detection windows which costs a long time and limits the application of this algorithm. Therefore, this paper proposes an improved Adaboost algorithm. Firstly, skin color segmentation algorithm is used to detect the image regions and eliminate most of the interference of non-face areas, and then the face regions are detected with Adaboost algorithm added the extended Haar features, thus achieving the purpose of detecting the information of human face quickly and accurately.
Improved Adaboost Algorithm
Adaboost [4] is an iterative algorithm, the core idea is training different classifiers (weak classifiers) for the same training set, then put these weak classifiers together to form a stronger classifier (strong classifier). Extended Haar Features and Calculation Method. Haar feature is a simple rectangle feature which is defined as the difference between the sum of the pixels within the black and the white rectangle [5] . Viola and Rainer Lienhart et al [6] have made 14 kinds of Haar features which all have good symmetry, so the frontal face can be well detected, while the detection results of side face are unsatisfactory. For multi-view face detection, fully symmetric Haar features have been unable to perfectly describe sample characteristics. Yiqiang Zhu [7] proposed four kinds Haar characteristics of asymmetrical structure in 2006, which is good for asymmetric face detection. This paper used four types of Haar features, the structure shown in Fig1 
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Adaboost Algorithm with Cascade Structure. Each stage of face detection classifier with cascade structure is trained by Adaboost algorithm. With Adaboost algorithm, the weak classifiers generated by Haar features superimpose into a strong classifier which has strong generalization ability. The specific training process of strong classifier is as follows:
(1) Given one training set (
x is the sample description and
sample identification in this set, 0 and 1 represent face and non-face.
(2) Initialization: Set initial sample weight to be n 
③Select the best weak classifiers selected by the minimum error rate.
④According to this optimal weak classifiers, adjust the weights. Face detection classifier with cascade structure [8] is composed of multilevel strong classifiers.
Each level strong classifier is trained by Adaboost algorithm. The structure of cascade classifier is shown in Fig2.
Image to be detected
Non-face
Cascade classifier series several strong classifiers together, and every level of these classifiers is more complex and strict than next. The first few levels of classifier using fewer features have simple structure, so it can exclude a large number of non-face areas by a small amount of calculation. The later few levels of classifier using more features have relatively complex structure, so it can well separate face areas from similar backgrounds. Moreover, the first few levels of classifier have filtered most background areas out and leave only few areas which need to be filtered by next few levels of classifier, so the detection speed of Adaboost algorithm is sped up.
The Improved Algorithm
The main disadvantage of Adaboost algorithm which limits its practical application is that all areas of the image need exhaustive search which result in classifier training consumes too long time. In this paper, firstly, with the skin color detection we quickly eliminate most non-face areas, effectively reduce the face detection range, and then use the extended Adaboost algorithm with cascade structure to classify the face candidate areas, which has greatly improved the human face detection rate.
Light Compensation. Adaboost algorithm and skin detection are often subjected to the color deviation caused by imbalance lighted image. To counteract this color deviation existed in the image, the brightness of all pixels of entire image are arranged from high to low and take the top 5% of the pixels. If the number of these pixels is enough, their brightness will serve as "reference white" [9] .The R, G, B of the image are adjusted to the maximum value of 255. Other pixel color values of entire image are also transformed by this adjustment scale.
Skin Color Detection. Because of the color clustering characteristic of skin color in YC b C r color space, this paper chooses YC b C r color space as the statistical mapping space of skin distribution. In this YC b C r space, Y component represents the color brightness, C b and C r respectively represent the blue and red chromaticity, and the skin color on the C b and C r components are distributed in a relatively stable range: 80 ≤ C b ≤ 135,136 ≤ C r ≤ 177. The C b and C r components found in this region are all considered as skin area which will enter the next round of Adaboost algorithm testing.
According to the geometric characteristics of color connected regions, such as the proportion of regional length, width, color, the non-face areas are removed significantly. The smaller Length and width rectangular skin areas are reserved, because the face feature extraction process can't provide sufficient detail for face detection. Skin detection result is shown in Fig3.
Fig3.Skin Detection Result
Algorithm Implementation Process. In order to reduce the influence of light on the image content, firstly, the illumination compensation is used to proceed the input sample image , and face detection and segmentation will complete the next phase of work, then most non-face areas are eliminated and the workload is reduced; secondly, eliminates the effects of noise on the skin color segmentation by etching , swelling and filtering the segmented areas, then according to statistical characteristics of the face areas, filters the candidate face region; finally use trained cascade Adaboost classifier to detect candidate areas, achieve accurate positioning of the human face, thereby improve the detection rate, reduce the false alarm rate. The algorithm process is shown in Fig4.Algorithm flowchart of this paper
Experimental Results and Analysis
The two sample sets are used in the simulation experiment, one is the front side sample set of the MIT + CMU, the next is self-built library sample set. 500 images are selected which facial expressions and details all have changes, for example, laughter or not, wear or do not wear glasses, front or side of the face, face size changes etc from the MIT + CMU. Then 200 images are selected from the self-built library sample set. Each image includes one or more than one face, most of them are different attitude and even small part of the face is obscured.
The test environment is that hardware system is the computer have Intel i5 2.3GHzCPU and 4G memory; the software are VC + +6.0, OpenCV. Test results are shown in Table 1 . As can be seen from the experimental data,multi-view classifier train by Adaboost algorithm have more false alarms and detection time is longer. The improved algorithm of this paper is better than Adaboost algorithm and the new algorithm of Baohu Yong in detection rate and speed. 
Conclusion
Face detection is a complex pattern recognition problem. In this paper, the Adaboost algorithm is improved for twice by adding extended Haar features and skin color detection. Compared with other algorithms, the algorithm first detects the skin of samples, remove most of the non-face areas which effectively narrows the scope of face detection, and then uses cascade structure classifier trained by Adaboost algorithm which addes the extended Haar features to classify the human face candidate regions, thereby the human face can be posited. Experimental results show that the algorithm of this paper can not only effectively improve the human face detection rate and detection speed, but also reduce the false detection rate of multi-view face, in short, the algorithm has a good practical value.
